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Abstract: The CERN Beam Instrumentation Group’s software section has recently performed a study of the tools used to produce Java expert GUI applications. This
paper will present the analysis that was made to understand the requirements for generic components and the resulting tools including a collection of Java
components that have been made available for a wider audience. The paper will also discuss the prospect of using Maven as the deployment tool with its
implications for developers and users.
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EXPERT GUI EXAMPLE: THE LONGITUDINAL DENSITY MONITOR

JARS LIBRARIES FLOW

FROM THE OLD TO THE NEW EXPERT GUIBE FRONT END SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE (FESA)
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Expert GUI v2

Old Expert GUI

The old Java Expert GUI
had a static graphical
interface with a limited
list of functionalities.
Each programmer had to
implement basic graphical
components. It therefore
became necessary to gather
such components in common
libraries.

The Front End Software
Architecture (FESA) includes
both the low level control
in real-time (communication
between the front-end
machine and the instrument)
and the communication via a
middleware (between external
clients and the front-end
computer).

This diagram shows how JAR
files are handled by our Java
projects.
It also demonstrates how
important Maven is to retrieve
and to automatically move
libraries to the different
repositories.

A new detector, the LHC Longitudinal
Density Monitor (LDM) is a single-
photon counting system measuring
synchrotron light by means of an
avalanche photodiode detector.
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The analysis and the improvement of our Java software development is still
on-going. This process is taking time because of several constraints. Keeping
backward compatibility with our old applications, to be in agreement with
CERN software standards, and to cover the needs of all our programmers are
just some examples of things to be considered.

Maven
process

However, the new expert GUI has already given very good results. Users can
easily and quickly create a Java project with a pre-defined structure that will
allow them to run an application in two mouse clicks. At the same time, they
are able to add whatever components they need to libraries that are now
common to all. Using Maven, the handling of the library dependencies is
much improved and the availability of archetypes very useful.
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The new expert GUI
framework provides both
a good Java project
structure to start with
and a lot of graphical
components needed by
most of our programmers.

Expert GUI v2 Component Samples


